We the solution integrator with
a team of solution architect and technical
specialist based in Malaysia and Singapore.

www.zealotechsolution.com

Zealotech Solution (ZS) is an IT solutions provider
based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Founded and
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We believe that a healthy and progressive working relationship
starts by treating our clients as business partners who have
entrusted us with valuable resources. With that, we practise the
following fundamentals in our business conducts to achieve winwin situations for both our clients and ZS:

Endless Exploration of New Technology
The fun and excitement of technology lies in its endless
progression and improvements. Zealos are driven to explore the
vast new technology to ensure that clients get the most
updated solutions that work best for them.

Achieve Greatest Possibility
We love to be at the forefront of the industry. Continuous
improvements in our solutions become our mantra for the
betterment of the industry and the KPIs of our clients.

Shared Success with Our Clients
Lastly, if clients allow, ZS would love to share the success with our
clients because we take pride in our client’s success. After all,
we put in a lot of effort in making sure the projects deliver results
that clients want.

Rest assured that besides these values that we hold on to, we
ensure professionalism in our work by testing every proposed
solution and technology in certified environment. We are
professional solution integrators on top of our professional ethics.
The ZS team is dedicated in the following specialisation to ensure
best service delivery for our clients:

Solutions Consultancy
Proposes solutions upon understanding clients’ pain points and
requirements, including exploring new technology solutions to
meet varying project complexity.

Enterprise Service Delivery
Works closely with consultants to present proof of concept and
for delivery of proposed solutions.

Managed Services
Provides thorough support for contract clients and ad hoc
services.

From implementation and integration services to disaster
recovery, ZS has the right expertise and Zealos to address
IT needs of companies big and small.

Implementation and
Integration Services
With no doubt, data and communication solutions
for businesses have gotten more complex as their
capabilities have multiplied by folds too. However,
this does not mean that your IT implementation
and integration efforts get more complicated too.
ZS follows a thorough and proven systematic
approach during implementation so that you can
rest assured that the projects will be delivered as
promised and with ease of mind.

Managed Operations Services
Do you find it a challenge to manage IT internally?
Consider IT as a Service (or ITaaS) business model
so that you can get going with your real business
while we take care of your IT business. The ITaaS is
not limited to or dependent on cloud computing
but instead, is enabled by underlying technology
models such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a
Service (SaaS). Managed services thus become a
part of ITaaS business model.

Enterprise Architecture
Time
wasted
in
misalignments
and
miscommunications with internal and external
stakeholders is money wasted. In this age of hyperconnectivity and rapid competition, enterprises big
and small have no resource to waste on
fragmented and silo mentality in the business
environment. The goal of enterprise architecture is
to create unity in information sharing, in an effort
for synergistic communication and collaboration,
creating a more seamless customer (or end-user)
experience.

Cloud Computing
In the past, there used to be a spectrum of IT
capabilities that only the big and wealthy can
afford to execute. With cloud computing, things
have changed for the better, for both the small
and big players. Software and services can now be
subscribed and paid for on monthly basis, like utility
services. Everything is accessible from the “cloud
” so that you can carry out your business anytime,
anywhere.

Network Security
The organisation’s network is like other physical
assets that you have in the company; you want to
makes sure they are secured 24/7. Increasing
network security decreases the chance of privacy
spoofing, identity or information theft and many
other vulnerabilities that your network is exposed
to. Backup isn't enough; proactive prevention is a
necessity to minimize risk of network security
breach.

Data Security
What happens when data is accidentally
deleted? What happens when data is deleted
against the company ’ s consent? Are you
capable of restoring the data to its original
state? Securing your data or having online
backup solution can save your company and
business a lot of troubles and valuable
resources. For extra precaution, ZS practises
offsite data backup as well. After all, nothing is
more important than data so it’s better to be
safe than sorry.

Disaster Recovery
Disasters are sudden events, such as an
accident or natural catastrophes, that cause
great damage. Just like buying an insurance,
you ’ d want to get a comprehensive and
trusty disaster recovery plan so that your
business can rebound as best and quick as
possible to minimize loss. Have a disaster
recovery plan so that you can expect business
to continue when the unexpected happens.

Zealotech Solution (ZS) boasts a wide range of
clients to validate our expertise in delivering IT
solutions that work across various industries, even in
complex industries like Financial, Manufacturing,
Education and Healthcare.

IT solutions for Financial Industry
Financial service companies are constantly
pressured to improve IT infrastructures and systems
to meet the increasing scrutiny of legal regulations
and requirements, especially in the area of data
security, without compromising on profitability. To
achieve business requirements while managing IT
cost efficiency, we make these financial players
more agile by modernizing their technology
infrastructure and automating business processes
for increased efficiency.

IT solutions for
Manufacturing Industry
The manufacturing industry is not immune to the
global economic challenges. As a matter of fact,
local manufacturing companies are getting some
of the hardest hits due to increased competition
from multinational companies. In order to regain
competitiveness, IT professionals in manufacturing
sector are expected to achieve better operational
integration with their customers and suppliers. ZS
has been privileged to have worked with some of
the leading manufacturing companies around in
order to devise proven yet flexible IT solutions for
the manufacturing industry. Our long-term working
relationship with many industry players ensures we
’ re at the forefront of the technology and

IT solutions
for Education Industry
With the advancement in technology, educators
are leveraging on continuous improvement for the
best learning delivery via smart yet affordable IT
solutions. Education is a life-long process. When it
comes to educating the future generations,
planning and implementing these new enabling
technologies becomes a heavy responsibility and is
often seen as an overwhelming task. ZS is a chosen
and proven solution integrator in the educational
industry for this task. We help learning institutions
deploy new collaboration, communication, and
learning tools with ease of mind while achieving a
strategic advantage. For institutions with aging
infrastructure, we take care of upgrade and
maintenance as well. On top of that, ZS also has
expertise in safety and security management for
single building, multi-complex or campus-wide.

IT solutions
for Healthcare Industry
Communication plays a key role in healthcare
delivery;
unified
communication
between
healthcare providers and patients are important to
ensure the right patient care is given. With the help
of technology, healthcare professionals are able to
transmit patient information more clearly,
efficiently and safely to facilitate the best patient
care. ZS comes in to fill the gap in communication
and data management systems with easy-to-use
solutions that ease the jobs of healthcare providers
and allow them to focus on delivering quality
healthcare services.
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Here are a few recent and ongoing success stories that ZS is making possible with our
clients across various industries:

Industry: Hospitalization
Duration: 3 months
Solution: Virtualization infrastructure
implementation with VMware as
hypervisor and Dell server/storage.
Summary: Design and implementation
of 3 hosts high availability VMware
vSphere ESXi 5.5 and a shared SAN
storage.

Industry: Manufacturing
Duration: 2 months
Solution: Backup hardware expansion
and Symantec backup infrastructure
upgrade.
Summary: Restructure backup policy
and expand server storage capacity inorder for greater retention period.

Industry: Manufacturing
Duration: 3 months
Solution: Hyper-V and backup exec
infrastructure upgrade.
Summary: Hyper-V virtualization
infrastructure upgrade from Windows
2008 R2 to Windows 2012 R2 together with
Backup Exec upgrade from 12.5 to 15 .

Industry: Finance
Duration: 5 months
Solution: Windows server infrastructure
implementation included operating system
hardening and application load balancer.
Summary: From understanding hardening
policy / checklist, each and every policy is
set and enforced to secure server and
datas. Barracuda load balancer
dedicated to a tier 1 critical application
which achieve high availability.

Industry: Finance
Duration: 3 months
Solution: Implementation of site-to-site
firewall VPN between production.
datacenter and DR.
Summary: Site-to-site VPN setup with
Fortigate firewall.

Industry: Service provider
Duration: 6 months
Solution: Project management for new
office setup in Cyberjaya.
Summary: Entire project manage setup
included surveillance monitoring system,
office security, PABX phone system, and
network patching.

Zealotech Solution (ZS) welcomes partnership
with business regardless of size and IT
challenges. Reach out to us for a
consultation with our eager and resourceful
solutions consultants today.
Address:
Unit 20-01, Level 20, Menara Geno,
Jalan Subang Mas,
47620 Subang Jaya,
Selangor Darul Ehsan,
Malaysia.
Tel: 603. 5888 4515
Email: zCare@zealotechsolution.com
Website: https://www.zealotechsolution.com

